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Aftereffects
storage media with, 56, 199
Algebraic semantics
of recursive flowchart schemes, 59, t08
Algorithms
parallel, solution for family of, 56, 174
polynomial time, for testing isomorphism
of graphs
k-contractible, 56, 1
pairwise k-separable, 56, 21
tree, and patterns in trees, 58, 19
Almost all structures
theory, complexity, 57, 180

Always
and sometimes in program verification, 57,
165
Ambiguity
problems in number systems, 56, 139
Area-time
optimal VLSI integer multiplier with
minimum computation time, 58, 137
Asynchronous experiments
on processes, 59, 36
Attribute grammars
noncircular and arbitrary, 57, 1
Automata
transformation,
of discrete random
process, 58, 1
tree, and attribute grammars, 57, t
Automata theory
and decision problems on number systems,
56, 139
AUTOMATH
classical, and related systems: semantics
for, 59, 127
Axiomatization
propositional temporal logic and extended
temporal logic, 56, 72

termination assertions,
for recursive
programs, 56, 112
Axiom system
for functional dependencies and inclusion
dependencies, 56, 154

B
Behavior
non-sequential, of Petri nets, 57, 125
Binary tree
and pattern-matching, 58, 19
Boolean convolution
monotone network complexity of, lower
bound on, 59, 184
Bound
lower, on monotone network complexity of
Boolean convolution, 59, 184

C
Cells
optimal orientations, in slicing floor plan
designs, 57, 91
Circuitry
integrated, very large scale: design
methodologies amenable to automation, 57, 91
Codes
convolutional, and subspaces of GF(q)',
59, 148
target, production: with explicit loops, 57,
148
Combinator
-based compilers, loops in, 57, 148
Communication
and semantic theories of concurrency,
connection, 57, 102
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Commutative grammars
classes, definition, 57, 21
uniform word problems for, complexity,
57, 21
Compilers
combinator based, loops in, 57, 148
Complexity
of evaluating relational queries, 58, 101
of first-order theory of almost all finite
structures, 57, 180
network, monotone: of Boolean convolution, lower bound on, 59, 184
propositional temporal logic and extended
temporal logic, 56, 72
theory, oracle constructions in, 58, 88
Complexity classes
computational,
and
random
oracle
hypothesis, 57, 40
Computable functions
pseudo-extensions, 56, 100
Computation
parallel, for well-endowed rings and spacebounded probabilistic machines, 58,
113
time, minimum: area-time optimal VLS!
integer multiplier with, 58, 137
Computational complexity
of ordinary differential equations, 58, 157
Concurrency
theories, connections: metric spaces and
synchronization trees, 57, 102
Context-free dynamic logic
deterministic: regular dynamic logic not
interpretable in, 59, 94
Context-free languages
deterministic, recognition in small time
and space, 56, 34
Convolution
Boolean, monotone network complexity
of: lower bound on, 59, 184
Convolutional codes
and subspaces of GF(q) °', 59, 148
Counters
and flow-chart programs, 58, 59

D
Data
program-based test,
notion, 56, 52
643/59/I 3-13

adequacy:

formal
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Databases
and dependencies, 56, 154
Decision problems
concerning number systems, 56, 139
Decision procedure
propositional temporal logic and extended
temporal logic, 56, 72
Definability
nontrivial, by flow-chart programs, 58, 59
Dependencies
functional and inclusion, implication
problem for, 56, 154
Determinism
in dynamic logic, 57, 48
Deterministic context-free dynamic logic
regular dynamic logic not interpretable in,
59, 94
Deterministic context-free languages
recognition, in small time and space, 56,
34
Deterministic dynamic logic
weaker than dynamic logic, 57, 48
Deterministic process logic
elementary, 57, 56
Differential equations
ordinary, computational complexity of, 58,
157
Discrete Fourier transform
on Fermat ring, and area-time optimal
VLSI integer multiplier, 58, 137
Discrete random process
stabilization, 58, 1
DOL languages
repetition of subwords in, 59, 13
Dynamic logic
deterministic context-free, regular dynamic
logic not interpretable in, 59, 94
and deterministic dynamic logic, 57, 48
regular, not interpretable in deterministic
context-free dynamic logic, 59, 94
E
Error
control, and convolutional codes, 59, 148
Exponential time
relationships with NP, 58, 88
Expressiveness
propositional temporal logic, 56, "/2
Extended temporal logic
axiomatization, decision procedure, and
complexity, 56, 72
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F

Floor plan
designs slicing: optimal orientations of
cells in, 57, 91
Flow-chart programs
nontrivial definability by, 58, 59
Flowchart schemes
recursive, algebraic semantics of, 59, 108
Fourier transform
discrete, on Fermat ring: and area-time
optimal VLSI integer multiplier, 58,
137
Functional dependencies
implication problem for, 56, 154
Functions
computable, pseudo-extensions, 56, I00
G
Genus
bounded, graphs: isomorphism, 56, 1
Grammars
attribute, tree automata and, 57, 1
commutative, complexity of uniform word
problems for, 57, 21
Graphs
of bounded valence and bounded genus,
generalization, 56, 1
k-contractible, isomorphism, 56, 1
pairwise k-separable, isomorphism, 56, 21
succinct representations, 56, 183

Herbrand interpretation
expressive relative to recursive programs,
56, 212
Horn sentences
in proportional logic, 59, 1

Implication problem.
general and finite, for functional and
inclusion dependencies, 56, 154
Inclusion dependencies
implication problem for, 56, 154
Integration
very large scale, integer multiplier:
area-time optimal, 58, 137

Interpretation
Herbrand, expressive relative to recursive
programs, 56, 212
Isomorphism
graphs
k-contractible, 56, 1
pairwise k-separable, 56, 21

Languages
bounded, characterization: and theorem of
Shirshov, 5"7, 205
deterministic context free, recognition in
small time and space, 56, 34
DOL, repetition of subwords in, 59, 13
Parikh-bounded, and theorem of Shirshov,
57, 205
for processes, methods of synchronizing
subprocesses, 59, 36
regular, characterization: and theorem of
Shirshov, 57, 205
theory, and theorem of Shirshov, 57, 205
Logic
dynamic
determinism in, 57, 48
dynamic,
regular: not interpretable in deterministic context-free dynamic logic,
59, 94
process, and propositional dynamic logic
model, 57, 56
proportional, class of sentences in:
satisfiability problem for, 59, 1
propositional temporal and extended
temporal: axiomatization, decision
procedure, and complexity, 56, 72
Loops
in combinator based compilers, 57, 148
Lower bound
on monotone network complexity of
Boolean convolution, 59, 184
M
Machines
space-bounded probabilistic, and parallel
computation for well-endowed rings,
58, 113
Turing, oracle, 58, 88
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Markov chain
and random process stabilization, 58, 1
Medium
storage, with aftereffects, 56, 199;
erratum, 58, 195
Memory
cell, maximum throughput with negligible
error probability, 56, 199
parallel, dynamic, 56, 174
Mental poker
with three or more players, 59, 84
Metric spaces
and concurrency theory connections, 57,
102
Monotone network complexity
of Boolean convolution, lower bound one
59, 184
Multiplier
integer, area-time optimal VLSI: with
minimum computation time, 58, 137
Multiuser interference channel
capacity, 56, 199

Net
Petri, non-sequential behavior, 57, 125
Network complexity
monotone, of Boolean convolution: lower
bound on, 59, 184
Nondeterministic polynomial
and exponential time, relationships, 58, 88
Non-Horn sentences
in proportional logic, 59, 1
Nontrivial definability
by flow chart programs, 58, 59
Notion
software test data adequacy: justification,
difficulties, and properties, 56, 52
NP, see Nondeterministic polynomial
Number systems
representability, ambiguity, and decision
problems concerning, 56, 139

Oracle
random, hypothesis, 57, 40
and relationships between
exponential time, 58, 88

NP

and
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Ordinary differential equations
computational complexity of, 58, 157
Orientations
optimal, cells in slicing floor plan designs,
57, 91

Parallel computation
for well-endowed rings and space-bounded
probabilistic machines, 58, 113
Parallel memories
dynamic, 56, 174
Parallel random-access machine
exclusive-read exclusive write, in dynamic
parallel memories, 56, 174
Pattern-matching
in trees, 58, 19
Patterns
and pattern-matching in trees, 58, 19
Petri net
non-sequential behavior, 57, 125
Place/transition nets, see Petri net
Players
three or more, mental poker, 59, 84
Poker
mental, with three or more players, 59, 84
PRAM, see Parallel random-access machine
Probabilistic machines
space-bounded, and parallel computation
for well-endowed rings, 58, 113
Probabilities
of occurrences of patterns in trees, 58, 19
Process
discrete random, stabilization, 58, 1
synchronous and asynchronous experiments on, 59, 36
Process logic
and propositional dynamic logic model,
57, 56
Programs
flow-chart, nontrivial definability by, 58,
59
recursive, and Herbrand interpretation, 56,
212
verification, strength of s o m e t i m e s and
a l w a y s in, 57, 165
Proportional logic
class of sentences in, satisfiability problem
for, 59, 1
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Proportional sentences
class, satisfiability problem for, 59, 1
Propositional dynamic logic
model, and process logic, 57, 56
Propositional temporal logic
axiomatization, decision procedure, and
complexity, 56, 72
expressiveness, 56, 72
Pseudo-extensions
partial recursive functions, programs for,
56, 100
O
Queries
relational, complexity of evaluation, 58,
101
R
Random oracle hypothesis
counterexamples, 57, 40
future of, 57, 40
Random process
discrete, stabilization, 58, 1
Random signal source
in random process stabilization, 58, 1
Recursion
and flow-chart programs, 58, 59
Recursive flowchart schemes
algebraic semantics of, 59, 108
Recursive programs
and Herbrand interpretation, 56, 212
termination assertions for: completeness
and axiomatic definability, 56, 112
Relational queries
evaluation, complexity, 58, 101
Relativization
and relationships between NP and
exponential time, 58, 88
Repetition
of subwords in DOL languages, 59, 13
Representable sets
characterization, in number systems, 56,
139
Representations
succinct, of graphs, 56, 183
Rings
well-endowed, parallel computation for,
58, 113

S
Satisfiability problem
for class of proportional sentences, 59, 1
Semantics
algebraic, of recursive flowchart schemes,
59, 108
for classical AUTOMATH and related
systems, 59, 127
Sentences
Horn and non-Horn in proportional logic,
satisfiability problem for, 59, 1
Slicing
floor plan designs, optimal orientations of
cells in, 57, 91
Sometimes
and always in program verification, 57,

165
Space
GF(q) ~, subspaces of: and convolutional
codes, 59, 148
metric, and concurrency theory connections, 57, 102
and time, deterministic context free
language recognition in, 56, 34
Space-bounded probabilistic machines
and parallel computation for well-endowed
rings, 58, 113
Stabilization
discrete random process, 58, 1
Storage media
with aftereffects, 56, 199; erratum, 58, 195
Subspaces
classes, interconnections, 59, 148
of GF(q) '°, and convolutional codes, 59,
148
Subwords
in DOL languages, repetition of, 59, 13
Succinct representations
of graphs, 56, 183
Synchronization trees
rigid, and concurrency theory connections,
57, 102
Synchronous experiments
on processes, 59, 36

T
Target code
production, with explicit loops, 57, 148
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Temporal logic
propositional and extended: axiomatization, decision procedure, and complexity, 56, 72
Termination assertions
for recursive programs: completeness and
axiomatic definability, 56, 112
Test data
program-based, adequacy: formal notion,
56, 52
Theorem
of Shirshov, and language theory, 57, 205
Theory
concurrency, connections: metric spaces
and synchronization trees, 57, 102
first-order, of almost all finite structures,
complexity, 57, 180
language, and theorem of Shirshov, 57,
205
Throughput
maximum, with negligible error probability: memory cells, 56, 199
Time
computation, minimum: area-time optimal
VLSI integer multiplier with, 58, 137
exponential, and NP: relationships, 58, 88
quantifiers (sometimes and always), in
loop invariants: in program verification, 57, 165
and space, deterministic context free
language recognition in, 56, 34
Translation lemma
and corollaries, and decidability of
equivalence in number systems, 56,
139

Tree automata
and attribute grammars, 57, 1
Trees
patterns and pattern-matching in, 58, 19
synchronization, and concurrency theory
connections, 57, 102
Turing machines
oracle, polynomial time-bounded deterministic (nondeterministic), 58, 88
U
Uniform word problems
complexity, for commutative grammars,
57, 21
V
Valence
bounded, graphs: isomorphism, 56, 1
Very large scale integrated circuitry
design methodologies, amenable to automation, 57, 91
design systems, and succinct representations of graphs, 56, 183
integer multiplier, area-time optimal, 58,
137
VLSl, see Very large scale integrated circuitry
W
Well-endowed rings
parallel computation for, 58, 113
Word problems
uniform, complexity: for commutative
grammars, 57, 21
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